POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY FORUM
(Purpose: To hold the Chief Constable to account and
to enable issues to be discussed and decisions made in public)

Tuesday 12th November 2019 at 10:00am – 12:00pm
Filby Room, Building 1, Norfolk Constabulary, Jubilee House,
Falconers Chase, Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0WW
Note for Members of the Public: If you have any specific requirements to enable you to
attend the meeting, please contact the OPCCN (details overleaf) prior to the meeting.

AGENDA
1.

Attendance and Apologies for Absence

2.

Declarations of Personal and/or Prejudicial Interests

3.

To Confirm the Minutes of the Meeting held on 24th September 2019

4.

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Page
Money’
(Constabulary owned)

5.

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Support Victims and Reduce Page
Vulnerability’
(Constabulary owned)

6.

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Deliver a Modern and Innovative Page
Service’
(Constabulary owned)

7.

Emergency Services Collaboration Group Update

Verbal Update

8.

Emerging Operational/Organisational Risks

Verbal Update

9.

AOB:

Page

10. Date of Next Meeting:
Tuesday 28th January 2020 from 10:00am – 12:00pm in the Wroxham Room, Building
1, Norfolk Constabulary, Jubilee House, Falconers Chase, Wymondham, Norfolk,
NR18 0WW.
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Enquiries to:
OPCCN
Building 8, Jubilee House,
Falconers Chase, Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0WW
Direct Dial: 01953 424455
Email: opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
如果您希望把这份资料翻译为国语，请致电01953
424455或发电子邮件至：opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
联系诺福克警察和犯罪事务专员办公室。
Если вы хотите получить данный документ на русском языке, пожалуйста,
обратитесь в Управление полиции и комиссии по рассмотрению правонарушений в
графстве Норфолк по тел. 01953 424455 или по электронной почте:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Se desejar obter uma cópia deste documento em português, por favor contacte o
Gabinete do Comissário da Polícia e Crimes através do 01953 424455 ou pelo e-mail:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Jei šio dokumento kopiją norėtumėte gauti lietuvių kalba, prašome susisiekti su Policijos
ir nusikalstamumo komisarų tarnyba Norfolko grafystėje (Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Norfolk) telefonu 01953 424455 arba elektroninio pašto adresu
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
Jeśli chcieliby Państwo otrzymać kopię niniejszego dokumentu w języku polskim, prosimy
skontaktować się z władzami policji hrabstwa Norfolk (Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Norfolk) pod numerem 01953 424455 lub pisać na:
opccn@norfolk.pnn.police.uk
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AGENDA ITEM: 3

MINUTES OF THE POLICE ACCOUNTABILITY FORUM MEETING
HELD ON TUESDAY 24TH SEPTEMBER 2019 AT 10:30 A.M.
FILBY ROOM, BUILDING 1, NORFOLK CONSTABULARY, JUBILEE HOUSE,
FALCONERS CHASE, WYMONDHAM, NORFOLK, NR18 0WW

1.

Attendance:
Mr L Green

Police and Crime Commissioner, OPCCN

Also in attendance:
Mr S Bailey
Mr P Sanford
Mr P Jasper
Mr M Stokes
Ms J Penn
Ms S Lister
Mr J Stone
Mr J Mann

Chief Constable, Norfolk Constabulary
Temporary Deputy Chief Constable, Norfolk
Constabulary
Assistant
Chief
Officer,
Norfolk
Constabulary
Chief Executive, OPCCN
Chief Finance Officer, OPCCN
Director – Performance and Scrutiny,
OPCCN
Performance and Scrutiny Manager,
OPCCN
Performance and Scrutiny Assistant,
OPCCN

Apologies for Absence:
Apologies received for:
• Mr S Megicks - Assistant Chief Constable, Norfolk Constabulary
• Mr N Davison – Temporary Assistant Chief Constable, Norfolk
Constabulary
• Dr G Thompson – Director – Policy and Commissioning, OPCCN

2.

Declarations of Personal and/or Prejudicial Interests:
There were none received.
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To confirm the Minutes of the meeting held on 1st August 2019

3.

The minutes were approved. The following updates were provided to the
actions arising from the previous meeting:

4.

•

Action 48 – ‘For CC Simon Bailey to provide comparative figures for solved
rates of rape offences.’ The Chief Constable stated that the figures had been
provided to the OPCCN. He added that there was a year-on-year national
increase in reporting which was partly down to increased confidence to report.
The Chief Constable outlined that detection rates were low and the Criminal
Justice Board (CJB) was conducting a review to understand why this was the
case. The national average was said to be 5% for these offences and the
reason was explained to be multi-faceted and included non-recent allegations.
There were challenges facing the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) in
regards to reviewing cases and this had led to victims disengaging with the
process which also led to the charge rate being low. The Chief Constable
stated that there were challenges experienced in all services; however, the
CJB was working to improve the service provided to victims. The PCC queried
if there was a high percentage of assailants known to victims in these cases.
The Chief Constable clarified that this was the case and added that there
were rarely cases where the assailants were strangers to the victims

•

Action 49 – ‘The Chief Constable to find out if training inputs are done in
regards to BAME and equalities and report back’. The Chief Constable
advised that a significant amount of work around BAME and equalities had
been done by the Constabulary and to help with this a Recruitment Advisor
was being recruited to assist with the uplift in officer numbers which was
expected to occur. The PCC queried if positive action could be used to assist
in recruiting a BAME officer for the post of Recruitment Advisor. The
Temporary Deputy Chief Constable (T/DCC) stated that 27 people had
already applied for the role and the Constabulary were using staff support
networks to promote the post internally and externally. He added that these
networks were important to promote the post to communities in Norfolk. The
PCC questioned if the Independent Advisory Group (IAG) was aware of the
post to which the T/DCC confirmed that it was aware

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money’
The Assistant Chief Officer presented the report, which outlined the
Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic Objectives for Priority seven of the
Police and Crime Plan and the 2018/19 budget monitoring report. The report
presented by the Assistant Chief Officer also included the latest Estates
Strategy update and the performance measures for ‘Good Stewardship of
Taxpayers’ Money’.
The key points discussed were as follows:
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•

the Chief Constable reported that the Constabulary was awaiting the spending
review which was an uncertainty in regards to how it will be collected. He
added that the national recruitment of 20,000 additional officers will not just be
the cost of those posts but also the infrastructure behind them including
training and recruitment costs. The PCC asked if the Chiefs’ Council was
having discussions in regards to the uplift. The Chief Constable advised that
there was a central group, the Association of Police and Crime
Commissioners in discussions along with the College of Policing in regards to
the uplift. He added that he was involved in bi-weekly conference calls and
the Constabulary was recruiting key posts to deliver this including driver
training and an uplift in HR

•

the Chief Constable stated that conversations had occurred with the preferred
provider in relation to the introduction of the Police Education Qualification
Framework (PEQF); however, there was still a significant amount of
uncertainty around the uplift in officers provided by the government and the
funding needed for this. He went on to say that due to all of these
uncertainties it was difficult to have conversations in regards to the precept
and he would need comprehensive figures. He added that the Constabulary
was continuing to explore every opportunity to make savings and efficiencies

•

the Assistant Chief Officer advised that the Constabulary was awaiting the
settlement from the Treasury which the Constabulary would get a portion of.
The PCC stated that he did not wish for the Norfolk taxpayers to be paying for
the uplift in officer numbers. The Chief Constable assured that no stone would
be left unturned in regards to making efficiencies; however, there were
significant cost pressures at this moment in time and added that £36m had
been saved by Norfolk Constabulary already. He outlined the strong
collaboration with Suffolk Constabulary and enterprise solutions that were
being found to make savings but reiterated that there were significant cost
pressures and not significant amounts of further savings to be made

•

the T/DCC outlined the forecast overspend of just over £1m was supported by
the use of reserves and was partly due to the expected uplift in officers and
PEQF. He added that there could possibly be government funding received by
the Constabulary for the uplift of officer numbers but the method of distribution
was still unknown. The PCC queried the figure of the current Constabulary
deficit. The Chief Constable stated that considerable work had been done to
reduce the deficit, it had started at £10m when he started in post and was now
down to £7.2m. The Challenge Panel was finding additional cost pressures
and a solution of 10% savings over the next few years. It was added that the
Constabulary was preparing for the worst-case scenario and was making
savings to address cost pressures

•

the PCC questioned if the Constabulary would be able to achieve a balanced
budget with the conflicting cost pressures. The Assistant Chief Officer stated
that there was a plan in place for the next four years and that the MediumTerm Financial Plan (MTFP) had shown the Constabulary was on track to
deliver a balanced budget for the next year. The PCC queried if the
overspend figure would be added to the total Constabulary deficit to which the
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T/DCC clarified that this was not the case. The Chief Constable added that it
was a conscious decision to provide the uplift in officers
•

the PCC stated that at the most recent Police and Crime Panel (PCP) the
Chief Constable had announced that he would be putting a case forward to
support a precept increase. The PCC asked when the Chief would be able to
provide that information to help inform the budget consultation in November.
The Chief Constable stated that he always provides an honest assessment of
the state of policing to the PCP and will continue to do so. He added that
Norfolk was one of the three forces recognised by Her Majesty’s Inspectorate
of Constabulary and Fire Service (HMICFRS) for being ‘outstanding’ in terms
of efficiency and further stated that Norfolk Constabulary had one of the
strongest collaborations in the country with Suffolk Constabulary. The Chief
Constable stated that the 2020 Team had created savings and the work done
by them was being realised

•

the Chief Constable stated that crime statistics were increasing around areas
such as public order, drugs and bladed articles; however, this was changing
constantly. He reported that there had been increases in demand in terms of
calls received in the Control Room, the number of cases where mental health
is involved and the number of cases of exploitation seen. To address this an
increase in Constabulary establishment will be needed and business cases
have reflected this. He added that communities understand the challenges
faced by the Constabulary but there was a balance required between the
areas of crime to be addressed and areas that the community want the
Constabulary to focus on

•

the PCC queried if the Constabulary had maxed out its spending. The Chief
Constable stated that the Constabulary had been through austerity and were
looking at a continually growing organisation. He added that he would be
lobbying for a precept increase due to cost pressures. The PCC queried if this
would be used to address the Constabulary’s debt. The Chief Constable
clarified that this was not the case and went on to say that if the Constabulary
received a good settlement the debt would be addressed; however, if not the
£7.2m could potentially get worse. The Chief Constable stated that there were
processes in place to ensure good progress in relation to this and the precept
rise would help to achieve this

•

the PCC questioned if the 10% savings would allow the Constabulary to
achieve a balanced budget. The Chief Constable stated that there were
significant challenges that coincide with these savings. With increases in
demand and complexity of cases alongside an increase in officers, staff and
pressures experienced in the back office. The Chief Constable cautioned that
the Constabulary could be put in a position where it would would have to stop
doing certain things, and would have to prepare for the worst-case scenario.
The Chief Constable stated that the Constabulary would need to have the
infrastructure for the increase in officers and stated that there are weekly
Outcome Based Budgeting meetings to understand the impact of 10%
savings plans
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•

the Chief Constable stated that a significant amount of money had been spent
on tackling County Lines and added that he was a great believer in early help;
however, other services needed to assist in providing proactive support. The
PCC stated that there was an increased workload on OPCCN staff and the
precept had increased year-on-year without an increase to the PCC
commissioning budget. The Chief Constable stated that the Constabulary
budget was set by the PCC and so he would need to ensure that he was
satisfied the organisations were doing everything they could to ensure they
were providing a good public service

•

the PCC questioned if there should be a Norfolk focused Criminal Justice
Board and asked what the timeline would be for Constabulary efficiency plans
to be made regarding the budget consultation. The Assistant Chief Officer
advised that there was an outcome-based budgeting process where they will
be gathering information and they will present the case when this had
occurred. The PCC stated that the settlement needed to be looked at in order
to tackle the deficit. The Assistant Chief Officer hoped for a mid-November
deadline for the funding settlement

•

the PCC queried if there would be a high rate of abstraction for the Police
Education Qualifications Framework (PEQF). The Chief Constable stated
there was an abstraction calculator to ensure sufficient numbers of officers
within the Policing model to allow for PEQF abstractions. The PCC asked
what the cost was for PEQF for Norfolk Constabulary. The Assistant Chief
Officer stated that this would be a part of the deficit cost, but would cost the
Constabulary £4m including the officers and associated costs. The T/DCC
stated that student training was in need of reform as the challenges faced by
policing had changed over the past ten years and the current ten-week
training course for new officers needs to be 15 weeks

•

the Assistant Chief Officer provided an update in relation to Constabulary
estates and stated that there was ongoing construction work in regards to the
Policing Hubs including purchasing of the sites and work on the Hub in
Swaffham starting soon. He also mentioned that collaborative work between
the emergency services in Attleborough was ongoing and a review of the
estates strategy was to occur. The Chief Constable added that moving
forward the Constabulary needed provisions and infrastructure in place for
new staff. The PCC stated that the OPCCN was moving premises to enable
the fire service to grow and for closer collaboration with the police. The
Assistant Chief Officer stated that the Constabulary would need revenue to
fund capital costs when the capital receipts were gone. He added that there
was £4.5m of earmarked reserves for the capital programme and it was the
remit of the PCC to decide the appropriate levels of reserves

•

the T/DCC gave an overview of the performance measures outlined in the
report. The PCC queried why the percentage of public who agree police are
doing a good job had decreased over the last 12 months when compared to
the long-term average. The Chief Constable clarified that the percentage was
third highest in the country and highest when compared to Norfolk’s Most
Similar Forces
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•

the PCC asked what the Constabulary’s plans were to improve the
percentage of rural emergencies attended within the target time. The Chief
Constable stated that training abstractions had an effect on this ability and
once the bulk of recruitment was finalised this would improve. Algorithms
have shown that certain rural areas needed an uplift in officer deployment and
so this would be improved in time. The T/DCC added context by stating that in
August the Constabulary received 11,900 calls into the Control Room with
increases occurring every year. This increased demand on the Control Room
was seen in other forces as well as Norfolk. The PCC queried if 25% of calls
received into the Control Room could be redirected to other organisations.
The T/DCC stated that a percentage of calls come from people with ill mental
health and although some of these calls were appropriate for police, some
could have gone to another organisation. It was also mentioned that a
significant number of calls that come into the Constabulary were not crime
related. The PCC mentioned the 55-number provided by BT and stated that it
would be an opportunity to advertise this service wider during the annual
focus on Domestic Abuse in November

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Support Rural Communities’

5.

The Chief Constable presented the report which outlined Norfolk
Constabulary’s progress against Priority two of the Police and Crime Plan.
The key points discussed were as follows:
•

the Chief Constable stated that the Constabulary had met with a group of
farmers and was due to meet them again in spring next year. He added that
they had no complaints, the reports of hare coursing were low and received
positive feedback in regards to the police response to raves this year. The
Chief Constable went on to say that churches had been alarmed and there
were funds set aside to alarm the remaining ‘amber risk’ churches. The PCC
asked if drones would be a good use for preventing hare coursing in Norfolk.
The Chief Constable advised that the Constabulary were awaiting receipt of
two drones and have provided Special Constables with training in order to
allow them to fly the drones. ACTION 50: Chief Constable to share dates of
future meetings so the PCC can be invited to attend

Police and Crime Plan Theme: ‘Improve Road Safety’

6.

The Temporary Deputy Chief Constable presented the report, which outlined
the Constabulary’s progress against Priority three of the Police and Crime
Plan.
The key areas discussed were as follows:
•

the T/DCC stated that a significant amount of work had been completed under
Operation Moonshot and Operation Showdown. The objective was to deny
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criminals the use of Norfolk’s roads and ensure that they were safe for the
public using Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR) technology. The
PCC queried if this was expensive and the T/DCC said that it was but it was
effective in preventing crime. He added that the operations had achieved
1604 arrests and have seized a similar number of vehicles. The PCC
questioned what happened to the cars that are seized by the Constabulary.
The T/DCC advised that they were either returned or crushed, but they were
often lease hired and so would not present an opportunity for any income
generation for the Constabulary
•

the T/DCC reported that the use of drug wipes and breathalysers was
effective in providing an instant indication, but the forensic testing afterwards
for drugs was a higher cost and at this point in time no costs come back to the
Constabulary. The PCC queried why no costs came back to the Constabulary
and the T/DCC clarified that there was currently no mechanism for courts to
fund back to the Constabulary. The Chief Constable added that this was the
same with alcohol and the idea was good but was not practical in current
processes

•

the Chief Constable stated that Norfolk was the third greatest user of drug
wipes in the country and added that drug offences were overtaking alcohol for
convictions locally. The PCC queried if this was the case with drug and drink
related KSIs. The T/DCC advised that the context of the increase in number of
millions of miles travelled needed to be taken into account alongside other
factors. He also mentioned that the testing for drug use could take between
four to six weeks, but drivers could be added to hotlists for repeat
occurrences. The PCC asked if there was a waiting list issue for the forensic
analysis conducted. The Chief Constable reported that the forensic
marketplace had seen recent challenges but assured that the Constabulary
was doing its best to remove disqualified drivers from the roads

•

The PCC asked why the number of KSI collisions had increased over the past
twelve months when compared to the long-term average. The Chief
Constable advised that a review was ongoing in regards to this through the
Safety Camera Partnership, but added that the number of millions of miles
travelled in Norfolk had increased alongside the number of bicycles and
motorcycles on the roads

Emergency Services Collaboration Update

7.
•

the Chief Constable stated that the next meeting was to occur this afternoon,
adding that workstreams were working well and updates could be provided
after the meeting. He reported that shared resources were being used
effectively and collaboration was being improved. The Chief Constable stated
that Fire Service staff were reportedly happy in the Control Room and steady
progress was being made
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Emerging Operational / Organisational Risks

8.

The Chief Constable outlined the emerging operational / organisational risks
to the Constabulary, and gave updates on current processes.
•

9.

the Chief Constable stated that managing the Constabulary’s budget was a
challenge that would continue, that there was an increase in crimes involving
vulnerable people and people with mental health issues. The PCC
acknowledged the increasing demand of hidden crimes and added that a
number of members of the public were unaware of the extent of the work
done by the Constabulary in relation to these hidden crimes. The Chief
Constable reported that Norfolk Constabulary was rated third highest force in
terms of public confidence in the country and was continuing to perform well

Date of Next Meeting:
Tuesday 12th November 2019 – 10:00am – 12:00pm in the Filby room,
Building 1, Norfolk Constabulary, Jubilee House, Falconers Chase,
Wymondham, Norfolk, NR18 0WW.

…………...……………………….
Lorne Green
Police and Crime Commissioner

…………...……………………………
Simon Bailey
Chief Constable
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 4

ORIGINATOR:

Chief Constable

REASON FOR SUBMISSION:

SUBMITTED TO:

For Information

Police Accountability Forum – 12 November 2019

SUBJECT: Police and Crime Plan: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money

SUMMARY:
This report outlines the Constabulary’s progress on the Strategic Policing Objectives for
Priority 7: Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money, as set in the Office of the Police and
Crime Commissioner for Norfolk’s (OPCCN) Police and Crime Plan 2016-2020.
1. The report provides a high level financial overview of the Constabulary Revenue and
Capital Budgets for the current year 2019/20.
2. A high level update on the Estates Programme is included.
3. The Performance Metrics for Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money are also
included.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.
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ORIGINATOR:

Assistant Chief Officer

REASON FOR SUBMISSION:

SUBMITTED TO:

For Information

Police Accountability Forum – 12 November 2019

SUBJECT: Budget Monitoring Report 2019/20

(based on period to 30 September 2019)

SUMMARY:

1. This report provides a high level financial overview of the Constabulary and
Capital Budgets for the current year, 2019/20.
2. The Commissioner approved the total revenue budget and capital programme
for 2019/20 in February 2019 and this report forecasts income and
expenditure to the end of the year (outturn) based on the position at the end
of September 2019.
3. The Constabulary is forecasting a revenue overspend of £0.931m, comprising
of previously outlined cost pressures within the Constabulary that are
supported by the use of reserves through decision paper 05/2019 signed by
the PCC (and may be subject to additional government funding).

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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DETAIL OF THE SUBMISSION
1.

OVERVIEW

1.1

Based on the position as at 30 September 2019, the total Constabulary
Budget is forecast to be overspent by £0.931m. The PCC recently signed a
decision paper supporting some of cost pressures (outlined in Section 4)
through the use of reserves if required. These cost pressure items will be
closely monitored and reported on throughout the rest of the year.

1.2

The change to the previous month of £0.090m is due to a reduction in officer
pay in line with updated recruitment levels and a forecast overachievement of
investment income.

1.3

The high-level summary is as follows:
Budget
2019/20
£000

Chief Constable Operational Spending
Transfer from Reserves
Chief Constable Operational Spending (net)

Full Year
Forecast
£000

Over(-)/Under
spend
£000
%

170,048
(635)

170,979
(635)

(931)
0

-0.55%
0.00%

169,413

170,344

(931)

-0.55%

2.

CONSTABULARY REVENUE BUDGET

2.1

The current forecast overspend by the Constabulary on the Revenue Budget
is £0.931m at the year-end. The main variances are explained below and
provided in the following table:

Pay Related Costs
Other Employee Costs
Property Related Costs
Transport
Supplies and Services
Third party payments
Corporate
Income
Total
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Budget

Full Year

Over (-)
/ Under

2019/20
£000

Forecast
£000

Spend
£000

139,580
1,739
16,259
3,662
13,435
3,487
1,927
(9,840)

140,750
1,866
16,291
3,513
13,437
3,605
1,927
(10,210)

(1,170)
(128)
(33)
149
(2)
(118)
0
371

170,248

171,179

(931)

2.2

Pay Related Costs
The forecast overspend of £1.170m includes the planned uplift of officers
originally in respect of meeting some recruitment challenges for the Police
Education Qualification Framework (PEQF) but also now in respect of meeting
Norfolk’s share of the increased national recruitment of 20,000 police officers
announced recently by central government. As referred to elsewhere in this
document, the original uplift was supported by reserves (if required) and
approved in a decision paper signed by the PCC. Due to the national uplift
target, central funding is anticipated that should reduce and the overspend in
this area. The workforce planning assumptions include an average increase of
20 officer FTE for this financial year, with strength at 1596 by year end.
Additionally, there is an additional cost pressure of £0.250m following the
confirmed police pay award, mitigated by a forecast underspend in
allowances, and £0.125m in anticipation of the staff pay award of 2.5%
compared to the budgeted 2%.

2.3

Other Employee Costs
The forecast overspend of £0.128m relates to higher than budgeted external
training costs. Future training requirements are currently under review.

2.4

Transport Related Costs
The forecast underspend of £0.149m primarily relates to fuel based on usage
for the first 5 months of the year.

2.5

Third party payments
The forecast overspend of £0.118m relates to a higher contribution to ERSOU
than planned, as reported in Quarter 1.

2.6

Income
The forecast surplus of £0.371m relates to additional court income, recovery
of costs, additional fees and charges including driver training courses and
investment interest.

3.

Cost Pressures

3.1

Since the approval of the Medium Term Financial Plan in February 2019 more
detailed information is available about the 2019/20 financial impact of the
Police Education Qualification Framework as well as the additional national
requirement to recruit an extra 20,000 officers. In addition the potential pay
settlement for officers and the finalisation of the business case in respect of
the provision of Tasers to officers in Norfolk. The PCC has approved the
additional use of reserves in order to fund these pressures through Decision
Paper 05/2019 that can be found on the PCC’s website.

3.2

These pressures will be monitored and reported on regularly, and the
constabulary will try and mitigate these costs where possible to reduce the
impact on reserves.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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3.3

Additional cost pressures highlighted include Learning and Development
(£0.5m) and International Standards Organisation (ISO) Accreditation
(£0.1m), which may require mitigations within the current financial year and
these again will be monitored and reported on as required.

4.

TRANSFER FROM RESERVES

4.1

The budgeted transfer from reserves of £0.635m primarily relates to Norfolk
2020 funding and the contribution to the seven force collaboration team
costs.

4.2

As outlined in para 3.1 the PCC has signed a decision paper (no. 05/2019)
supporting additional use of reserves if required to support the cost pressures
outlined in that section.

5.

CAPITAL PROGRAMME

5.1

The current total approved Capital Programme is £19.008m including slippage
from 2018/19 of £6.156m and in year approvals of £0.224m in respect of
Estates schemes, £0.215m in relation to Digital Forensic Unit storage
expansion and £0.114m in relation to the ANPR camera scheme.

5.2

The current forecast expenditure at year-end is £13.953m. The forecast
underspend primarily relates to the re-profiling of Estates and Digital
schemes.
Original
Budget

Slippage from 2018/19
Table A – schemes approved
for immediate start 1 April
2016
Total Capital Programme
Table B – schemes requiring
a business case or further
report to PCC(s) for approval
Table C – Longer term,
provisional schemes requiring
further reports
Total

£m
6.156

Changes
to be
approved
£m
0

Revised
Budget

Forecast

£m
6.156

£m

12.852

0

12.852

19.008

0

19.008

576

0

576

0

0

0

19.584

0

19.584

6.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS

6.1

There are no other implications or risks.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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13.953

Variance
£m

5.055

Appendix A
Corporate Monitoring Report at 30th September 2019
Norfolk Constabulary - excluding Safecam
CONSTABULARY SUMMARY OF INCOME AND EXPENDITURE

Budget 2019/20

Actual Year
to Date

Forecast
Outturn

(Over)/Under
spend

£000
139,580
1,739
16,259
3,662
13,435
3,487
1,927

£000
68,344
653
8,079
1,646
7,194
(580)
0

£000
140,750
1,866
16,291
3,513
13,437
3,605
1,927

£000
(1,170)
(128)
(33)
149
(2)
(118)
0

180,088

85,335

181,390

(1,302)

Grant, Trading and Reimb
Income

(9,840)

(2,328)

(10,210)

371

TOTAL INCOME

(9,840)

(2,328)

(10,210)

371

170,248

83,007

171,179

(931)

Pay and Employment Costs
Other Employee Costs
Property Related
Transport Related
Supplies and Services
Third Party Payments
Contingencies
TOTAL EXPENDITURE

NET
INCOME/EXPENDITURE

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

As documented.

NOT PROTECTIVELY MARKED
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OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:

No additional implications or risks to raise.
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ORIGINATOR:

Head of Estates

REASON FOR SUBMISSION:

SUBMITTED TO:

SUBJECT:

For Information

Police Accountability Forum – 12 November 2019

Estates Update

SUMMARY:

This paper updates the Police and Crime Commissioner for Norfolk (PCC) on the
latest position with the Norfolk 2020 estates strategy projects.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.
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DETAIL OF THE SUBMISSION
1.0

ESTATES STRATEGY – NORFOLK 2020 UPDATE:

1.1

Following the last meeting the Norfolk 2020 related Estates projects are updated as
follows:

2.0

NORFOLK 2020 – INVESTIGATION HUB PROJECTS:

2.1

EAST HUB – BROADLAND POLICE STATION:

2.2

The Estates Department is continuing work around land purchase and police station
design for a new site at Broadland Gate Business Park, located to the east of
Norwich. Background work has been continuing to finalise site access / road
design, ground condition surveys, mains services routes and mitigating impacts on
environment including trees and wildlife.

2.3

ACLE:

2.3.1 It is planned to relocate services to the new police station and east Norfolk
investigation hub. Shared facilities are being reviewed at Acle Fire Station to
maintain a local Beat Manager presence and police visibility in Acle.
2.3.2 Chaplin Farrant architects have completed plans for an outline planning application
for residential use, in preparation for the future disposal of the existing Acle Police
Station site located on Norwich Road.
2.4

SPROWSTON:

2.4.1 It is planned to relocate services to the new police station and east Norfolk
investigation hub.
2.4.2 As of 1st March 2018, the existing Sprowston Police Station has been designated as
an ‘asset of community value’ and a restriction has been placed against the
registered property ownership title at the Land Registry. This will provide a future
opportunity for the community to have the first right to purchase the site, but this will
still be at market value.
2.4.3 Chaplin Farrant architects have completed plans for an outline planning application
for residential use, in preparation for the future disposal and obtaining the best
value in the event of a community sale, of the existing Sprowston Police Station site
located on Wroxham Road.
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2.5

WEST HUB – SWAFFHAM POLICE STATION:

2.5.1 The PCC previously approved the purchase of a new site at the Eco-Tec Business
Park, Swaffham. The purchase of the new site behind Waitrose Supermarket was
legally completed on 5th April 2019.
2.5.2 Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich completed the design of the new police
station and west Norfolk investigation hub. Breckland District Council granted
planning permission for the new police station on 13th February 2019.
2.5.3 Following public tender Pentaco Construction has been appointed to build the new
Swaffham Police Station and is now on site as from the end of September. The
planned completion of the build is July 2020.
2.5.4 The existing Swaffham Police Station site on Westacre Road is planned to be sold.
An outline planning application for residential use is being prepared for the PCC’s
approval and later submission.
3.0

EMERGENCY SERVICES COLLABORATION:

3.1

HOLT

3.1.1 The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at Holt Fire Station.
3.1.2 Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals and North Norfolk District
Council approved the proposed minor works to provide a new police station
extension on the fire station building via the grant of planning permission on 14th
September 2018.
3.1.3 Following public tender, building contractor T.Gill & Son (Norwich) Limited were
appointed to undertake the works to Holt Fire Station site from 29th April 2019. On
21th June 2019 T. Gill & Son (Norwich) Limited went into administration, closing the
site and not returning to continue with the project. The remaining works have now
been retendered and at the time of writing this paper, the best value contractor
awaits confirmation of appointment. The new accommodation will cater for 4 police
office report desks and 12 police lockers and equipment, so remains flexible for the
future.
3.1.4 Outline planning permission has now been granted by North Norfolk District Council
on 30th July 2019 for the demolition of the old police station buildings and the
erection of 8 new dwellings. The existing police station site will be placed on the
open market for sale once the police works at the neighbouring fire station have
been completed.
3.2 REEPHAM:
3.2.1 The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at Reepham Fire Station.
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3.2.2 Norfolk County Council has approved the proposals and Broadland District Council
approved the proposed minor works to provide a new police report room extension
on the fire station building via the grant of planning permission on 13th July 2018.
3.2.3 Following public tender, building contractor T.Gill & Son (Norwich) Limited were
appointed to undertake the works to Reepham Fire Station site from 29th April 2019.
On 21th June 2019 T. Gill & Son (Norwich) Limited went into administration, closing
the site and not returning to continue with the project. The remaining works have
now been retendered and at the time of writing this paper, the best value contractor
awaits confirmation of appointment.
3.3.

ATTLEBOROUGH:

3.3.1 The PCC previously approved a move to new premises at Attleborough Fire
Station. Norfolk County Council has approved the proposal.
3.3.2 The site is also proposed to be shared by the East of England Ambulance Service,
who will move with us from the existing London Road police station site. The
Norfolk One Public Estate Partnership Board has allocated grant funding of £50K
towards the joint bluelight Attleborough Fire Station site project. This funding will be
used to complete the planning, design and tender work for the extension of the fire
station premises.
3.3.3 The Estates Department has appointed its contracted architect Chaplin Farrant
(Norwich office) to finalise plans for the building extension for the approval of the
PCC and Fire & Rescue and Ambulance partners.
3.3.4 The existing Attleborough Police Station site on London Road is planned to be sold.
An outline planning application for residential use is being prepared for the PCC’s
approval and later submission.
3.3.5 Prior to final recommendations being put forward to the PCC, the site will be
reviewed in the context of Operation Uplift and extra planned housing development
implications in and around Attleborough.
4.0

NORFOLK 2020 - SURPLUS SITES:

4.1

Following the Norfolk 2020 operational review a number of sites were declared
surplus to operational needs. The update on each is outlined below.

4.2

CAISTER ON SEA:

4.2.1 Great Yarmouth Borough Council has now granted planning permission on 7th
August 2019 for the future residential re-development of the site for five dwellings.
4.2.2 The site is now on the open market for sale via our estates consultancy contract
with NPS Group / Barker Storey Matthews.
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4.3

NORTH LYNN:

4.3.1 Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have completed practical investigations of the
site and have consulted further with the Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West
Norfolk planners. Current proposals are for four 3-bed and two 2-bed dwellings to
be provided on the site.
4.3.2 The Head of Estates has consulted with both the Borough Council of King’s Lynn
and West Norfolk and Freebridge Housing Association, who are the owners of the
neighbouring residential estate. A formal valuation of the site has been requested
via our estates consultancy contract with NPS Group to assist with a possible direct
sale to Freebridge Housing Association at best value.
4.4

TUCKSWOOD – NORWICH:

4.4.1 Chaplin Farrant architects of Norwich have undertaken practical investigations of
the site and they have now submitted a residential outline planning application to
Norwich City Council.
4.4.2 Following further feedback from the planners, the application is for a change of use
to residential for the former police house and police beat box and the addition of a
further detached house.
4.4.3 Due to the neighbouring Norwich City Council sites, the Head of Estates has
consulted with Norwich City Council regarding the future disposal of the site.
4.4.4 The grant of planning permission for 3 dwellings on the site was granted by Norwich
City Council on 26th September 2019. The site is being prepared for sale in the
open market via our estates consultancy contract with NPS Group / Barker Storey
Matthews.
4.4.5 Prior to final recommendations being put forward to the PCC, the site will be
reviewed in the context of Operation Uplift.
4.5

BOWTHORPE – NORWICH:

4.5.1 Norwich City Council had previously granted outline planning approval for the
development of two dwellings on the site following a decision granted on 3rd April
2019.
4.5.2 The site was placed for sale on the open market via our estates consultancy
contract with NPS Group / Barker Storey Matthews. An offer has been accepted for
the sale of the property and the transaction is now in the hands of solicitors for legal
completion.
5.0

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

5.1

As stated in the report.
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6.0

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:

6.1

As stated in the report.
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Performance Metrics – Good Stewardship of Taxpayers’ Money

COUNTY
Last 12
months

Long term
average

Difference

% Emergencies in target

90.0%

91.2%

-1.2%

% of 999s answered within
10 seconds

90.7%

89.7%

1%

Average time to answer 101
calls (County Only) (mm:ss)

N/A

N/A

N/A

*% of public who agree
police are doing a good job
(Crime Survey for England
and Wales)

66.8%

67.8%

-1.0%

Area

Indicator

Good Stewardship of
Taxpayers' Money

*Data is only available up until March 2019, LTA is based from March 2016 – March 2019

Attending Emergencies
•

The aim is for 90% of emergencies to be attended within the Constabulary’s target.
The target for urban areas is 15 minutes and for rural areas, 20 minutes (timings
calculated from the point of the call being received to an officer being in
attendance).

•

In the last 12 months (September 2018 to August 2019), 91.7% of emergencies in
urban areas were attended within the target time and 88.0% of rural emergencies
were attended within the target time. The rural emergency target has been
increasing each month since November 2018 when it dropped to 86.0%. In August
2019 it was 86.8%.

•

In the last five years, the average attendance time to attend emergencies has
increased by over 30 seconds compared to five years ago
2018/19

14/15
A
Urban
A Rural
•

Table 1: Average time to attend from receiving the call 2014/15 –

15/16

16/17

17/18

18/19

00:08:05 00:07:47 00:07:47 00:08:30 00:08:40
00:11:57 00:11:24 00:11:31 00:12:25 00:12:43

The increase in 999 calls being received has inevitably resulted in more
emergencies for front line attendance, which will be one contributory factor for the
decrease of 1.2% in emergencies within target, compared to the long-term average.
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There have been over 1,500 more emergency response (Grade A) calls in the
current 12-month period to the end of March compared to the long-term average.
•

As reported previously, due to the increased recruitment of new constables there
remains a temporary reduction in the percentage of officers that are response
trained in front line roles. Work is continuing with the Constabulary Driver Training
team to address this matter.

•

Emergency response incidents are overseen by a trained dispatcher with additional
management support where the incident requires it. All emergency attendance
times are monitored live time and the dispatcher can always consider an alternative
unit if a difficulty in resourcing a response in good time is encountered.
For
example, this could mean utilising a specialist unit such as a roads policing
resource.

Answering Emergency calls
•

The national target is to answer 90% of 999 calls within 10 seconds.

•

For reference 91.1% of 999 calls in the financial year 2018/19 were answered within
10 seconds. April 2018 was the only month Norfolk did not meet the 90% target.

•

The average time to answer a 999 call in Norfolk for the financial year 18/19 was
five seconds. This is two seconds faster than 17/18 and 16/17 and six seconds
faster than 15/16.

•

Norfolk Constabulary continues to perform strongly around the ability to answer 999
calls within 10 seconds despite the marked increase month on month in the volume
of these calls being made. The increase is not isolated to Norfolk, but reflected
nationally across all forces. Figure 1/table2 highlight how the number of 999 calls
being answered in Norfolk in 2018/19 has exceeded previous years.
Table 2: Number of 999 calls received in Norfolk by financial year 2015/16 – 2018/19

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar

19/20
15/16
16/17
17/18
18/19
8968
6485
6731
7602
8324
9536
7213
7470
8480
8701
7125
7891
9133
9518 10204
8483
9174
9337 11082 11344
9118
8478
9088 10385 11194
9725
7408
7914
8181
9324
7791
7761
8531
9074
7730
6438
7700
8610
7743
7634
8244
9091
6844
6653
7642
8247
6087
6766
6668
8301
6793
7205
8017
9042
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Answering 101 calls
•

In June 2018 Norfolk Constabulary introduced a new telephony system. An
automated attendant helps callers by quickly redirecting their call to specialist units,
such as custody or traffic justice. Those remaining are then put through to the
control room switchboard team who will speak with the caller and risk assess the
reason for the call. Once risk assessed, each call is added to a specific queue.

•

Those call queues with the highest risk are prioritised to be answered first and
include reports concerning public safety, domestic incidents and mental health.
During busy periods, these high priority queues also have an automated system
where calls can be upgraded to a new queue after a set time period.

•

An issue has been identified in the calculation of the 101 call times. Whilst there is
data available to consider for operational decision-making purposes there is a need
to work through how the information is collected so it can be publicly reported
accurately. The Control Room team is working closely with the suppliers, the
Constabulary 2020 team and performance analysts to resolve the matter.

•

To alleviate some of the waiting time issues for the public, Norfolk Constabulary has
updated its website to facilitate better on-line reporting. This allows members of the
public to provide information to the police on a variety of topics and report certain
crime types directly without having to phone 101 and wait in a queue. The
Switchboard team will also highlight this opportunity to callers where they think it is
appropriate and staff report there has been a level of take up for this option.
Further developments are planned for the website in due course.
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•

As can be expected the Constabulary’s Contact and Control Room has a turnover
of staff. There are currently nine new communications officers in training with two
further intakes being scoped for Spring 2020. The aim will be to ensure the best
staffing position can be reached ready for the high demand season (across the
summer months).

% of the public that believe police do a good/excellent job
•

The indicator for the percentage of the public who agree the police are doing a good
job is a question asked as part of the Crime Survey of England & Wales. The
survey data is taken quarterly with the most recent figure published being for the
year ending March 2019. The Constabulary’s score of 66.8% ranks Norfolk 3rd
nationally and top of the most similar forces. Norfolk has been ranked in the top ten
forces in the country for this indicator since December 2016.
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 5

ORIGINATOR:

Detective Chief Superintendent Mattin

REASON FOR SUBMISSION:

SUBMITTED TO:

For Information

Police Accountability Forum – 12 November 2019

SUBJECT: Update on the constabulary response to fraud investigation and the
introduction of the “Specialist Capability Team”
PRIORITY: 5 – Support Victims and Reduce Vulnerability

SUMMARY:

The report outlines an update on fraud and fraud investigation including the work of
the “Specialist Capability Team”.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.
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DETAIL OF THE SUBMISSION
1.

BACKGROUND

1.1

It is recognised that fraud and economic crime represent a significant threat
nationally as well as to the communities of Norfolk. Fraud is now the number one
crime affecting the UK and its rise is partly down to the increasing dependence of
business and individuals on technology.

1.2

As members of the public increasing share their details with legitimate websites and
databases, with the increased use of emails to communicate with businesses and
services comes the increased risk of compromise.

1.3

The web-based criminal can base themselves anywhere in the world which
increases the complexity of the investigation and adds an additional challenge for
law enforcement agencies.

1.4

In the last reporting year (April 2018 – March 2019) Norfolk saw a rise in reported
fraud of 17.8% (6,626 offences reported) and a rise in losses of 39.2% (£15 million
lost to fraud) overall; this mirrors a rise in offences nationally and is not particular to
Norfolk.

1.5

In 2019 Her Majesty’s Inspectorate of Constabulary and Fire and Rescue Services
(HMICFRS) conducted a national thematic inspection of the police response to
fraud. Their report made a number of general recommendations for policing which
Norfolk Constabulary are considering and developing. This local response is
overseen by the Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner.

1.6

When a fraud is reported to Norfolk Police the investigation will be retained in three
sets of circumstances: • If the crime is actually in progress or it’s thought the suspects will be
returning.
• If on assessment it’s believed that reasonable local enquiries can identify a
suspect.
• If it involves a vulnerable or intimidated victim (it should be noted that age
alone is not an indication of vulnerability).

1.7

In all other cases the caller is referred to “Action Fraud” to have their incident
recorded.

1.8

Action Fraud was established in 2008 by the Home Office as a national centre for
reporting fraud and cyber-crime. It was established to ensure a country-wide
picture of this type of criminality was captured. Its other important role was to
oversee the collation of investigations focused on a particular set of suspects in
order to prevent individual police forces working in isolation on effectively the same
investigation.

1.9

Where Action Fraud identify a potential investigation with suspects the package is
sent on to the National Fraud Intelligence Bureau in London who will assess the
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investigations viable lines of enquiry and then allocate the matter to a single police
force. This helps reduce duplication of work and provides a single contact point for
the development of the enquiry.
1.10

Those investigations that cannot be further investigated are stored on Action Frauds
database in case further information comes to light.

2.

Developing the Response

2.1

New Guidance

2.2

Norfolk Constabulary is finalising new guidance for all staff on the recording and
investigation of fraud offences. The aim is to ensure that all those connected with
an investigation (from first contact in the control room through to the investigator
assigned the case) work to common standards. The new guidance highlights the
importance of considering the impact on the victim.

2.3

The Norfolk and Suffolk Cybercrime Unit

2.4

The Norfolk and Suffolk Cybercrime Unit was established in July 2015. The unit
consists of a detective sergeant, four detective constables, four digital media
investigators, a fraud investigator, intelligence analyst and cyber security advisor.

2.5

Their objective is to contribute alongside regional, national and international
partners and businesses, towards the provision of a safer and more secure cyber
environment.

2.6

The work focuses around four main objectives;
• Pursue those individuals who engage in cyber and serious crime and seek a
criminal justice outcome.
• Prevent those individuals from becoming and remaining in cyber and serious
crime.
• Protect the public from becoming victims of cyber and serious crime.
• Prepare for the consequences of cyber and serious crime.

2.7

The team deal with the more complex fraud investigations including mortgage,
pension, election and accountancy matters.

2.8

They work closely with the Regional Economic Crime Unit and the Regional Asset
Recovery team. These units are a collaboration between all the police forces in the
region and look to target serious and organised criminality both around the
investigation of offences as well as the subsequent seizure of criminal assets
following a successful conviction.

2.9

The team has linked in with the “Norfolk Scams Prevention Service” to provide
specialist training and support. This is a service funded by the Norfolk Police and
Crime Commissioner to provide free and confidential advice and support covering
the whole of Norfolk. This service is provided through Norfolk and Suffolk Victim
Care. Three special constables work within this team assisting with visits. A focus
for the work is targeting the most vulnerable victims of scams as they are known to
be the most at risk of re-victimisation. To date the service has made 661 contacts.
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2.10 The team also provide a link into the Norfolk Against Scams Partnership (NASP), a
multiagency approach (consisting of public services, charities and community
groups) to supporting residents and businesses in order to protect them from scams,
doorstep crime and fraud.

2.11 Norfolk and Suffolk Specialist Capability Team
2.12 In addition to the work of the Cyber Crime Team a recent successful national bid to
the Governments Police Transformation fund support by Norfolk has obtained
finances to initially establish a “Specialist Capability Team” to operate between
January 2019 and March 2020. This new team adds additional resources to the
local response to fraud investigation and includes a detective sergeant, three cyber
investigators, an intelligence development officer and a cyber security officer.
2.13

Norfolk And Suffolk Constabulary continue working with other forces and the Home
Office to explore extending the finances for this new venture beyond March 2020.

2.14 The team’s objective is to work with the various financial institutions to enhance and
improve the available prevention and protection advice across the public and private
sectors in Norfolk and Suffolk.
2.15 The team also provide an enhanced response to all Action Fraud referrals for
Norfolk that are cyber related. In addition, they will review all other referrals to see
whether the teams specific skill sets can enhance the police response. Their holistic
process includes;
• Victim contact and assessment – The team consider the vulnerability of
the victim and offer support as necessary. In order to supply that ongoing
support, there are links into other partners including Mental Health Teams,
Victim Support and Drugs and Alcohol workers. The intention is to seek to
reduce the potential future vulnerability of the person. The team also
provide advice and training to these other agencies in order to support their
work in this area.
• Specialist support to investigations – The investment has increased the
capability and specialist knowledge available to investigators. This has
offered greater capacity to look into new and emerging areas such as
cryptocurrency criminality.
• Bespoke Advice to reduce the probability of being a victim again in the
future – The team will look at the particular circumstances of the incident
that is reported to offer specific advice and guidance to a victim to reduce
the likelihood of them being a victim again in similar circumstances. A large
amount of this work is around advice on staying safe on-line.
• Customer survey – Part of the work is to capture feedback from victims and
witnesses around their experience of contact with the police around their
fraud / cyber-crime report. The findings will be evaluated in due course to
look for improvement opportunities within in-force processes.
2.16 One example of the new team’s capability was the investigation into a victim’s
investment of their life savings in an investment fraud. The victim was offered
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support whilst the investigation was progressed leading to the identification of a
suspect who was arrested.
2.17 Another case highlights the enhanced ability to support a wide-ranging investigation.
On the back of a compromised email account the team executed a number of
warrants out of county leading to five arrests for a scam which included in excess of
200 victims.
2.18 To date the Specialist Capability Team have investigated 200 offences since their
introduction in January 2019.
2.19 In addition, their Cyber Security Advisor has engaged and delivered advice or
presentations to over 200 small businesses and charities across Norfolk. Work is
underway to contact every non-profit charity across Norfolk to reduce the potential
risk of fraud and cybercrime. A recent engagement helped one charity develop
better specific guidance for their service users’ needs.
3.

THE FUTURE

3.1

Norfolk Constabulary will continue to monitor and develop its response to fraud and
cyber-crime.

3.2

The future funding of the Specialist Capability Team will be kept under review.
END.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

NIL.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:

NIL.
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COUNTY
Area

Supporting
victims and
reduce
vulnerability

Indicator

Last 12
months

Long
Term
Averag
es

55.9%

50.1%

5.8p.p

47.1%

40.1%

7.1p.p

38.3%

*

*

13.5%

21.7%

-8.2p.p

3.7%

6.8%

-3.1p.p

7.9%

12.7%

-4.8p.p

8.4%

*

*

15.2%

*

*

% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Domestic Abuse)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Serious Sexual Offences)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Child Sexual Abuse)
Solved rate (Domestic
Abuse)
Solved rate (Rape)
Solved rate (other Serious
Sexual Offences)
Solved rate (Child Sexual
Abuse)
Solved rate (Hate Crime)
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at
Magistrates Court
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at Crown
Court

**

**

*No long-term average available until four years’ worth of data is accessible.
** Data regarding the court hearings has been denied by CPS for a public audience.
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Difference
(p.p. refers to the
percentage point
difference between the
last 12 month figure and
the long term average,
as opposed to the
percentage change
between the two)

KINGS LYNN & WEST
NORFOLK
Area

Supporting
victims and
reduce
vulnerability

Indicator

Last 12
months

Long
Term
Averag
es

61.0%

48.7%

12.3p.p

46.9%

41.4%

5.5p.p

36.6%

*

*

13.9%

23.0%

-9.1p.p

8.5%

8.0%

0.5p.p

14.2%

15.2%

-1.0p.p

10.9%

*

*

17.2%

*

*

% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Domestic Abuse)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Serious Sexual Offences)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Child Sexual Abuse)
Solved rate (Domestic
Abuse)
Solved rate (Rape)
Solved rate (other Serious
Sexual Offences)
Solved rate (Child Sexual
Abuse)
Solved rate (Hate Crime)
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at
Magistrates Court
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at Crown
Court

**

**

*No long-term average available until four years’ worth of data is accessible.
** Data regarding the court hearings has been denied by CPS for a public audience.
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Difference
(p.p. refers to the
percentage point
difference between the
last 12 month figure and
the long term average,
as opposed to the
percentage change
between the two)

BRECKLAND
Area

Supporting
victims and
reduce
vulnerability

Indicator

Last 12
months

Long
Term
Averag
es

53.0%

42.7%

10.3p.p

43.8%

38.5%

5.3p.p

38.0%

*

*

15.0%

25.1%

-10.1p.p

1.6%

9.4%

-7.8p.p

6.0%

13.4%

-7.4p.p

7.7%

*

*

7.8%

*

*

% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Domestic Abuse)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Serious Sexual Offences)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Child Sexual Abuse)
Solved rate (Domestic
Abuse)
Solved rate (Rape)
Solved rate (other Serious
Sexual Offences)
Solved rate (Child Sexual
Abuse)
Solved rate (Hate Crime)
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at
Magistrates Court
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at Crown
Court

**

**

*No long-term average available until four years’ worth of data is accessible.
** Data regarding the court hearings has been denied by CPS for a public audience.
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Difference
(p.p. refers to the
percentage point
difference between the
last 12 month figure and
the long term average, as
opposed to the
percentage change
between the two)

NORTH NORFOLK
Area

Supporting
victims and
reduce
vulnerability

Indicator

Last 12
months

Long
Term
Averag
es

52.4%

50.2%

2.2p.p

44.2%

38.4%

5.8p.p

60.5%

*

*

12.1%

21.3%

-9.2p.p

1.7%

8.5%

-6.8p.p

8.3%

12.3%

-4.0p.p

11.7%

*

*

18.2%

*

*

% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Domestic Abuse)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Serious Sexual Offences)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Child Sexual Abuse)
Solved rate (Domestic
Abuse)
Solved rate (Rape)
Solved rate (other Serious
Sexual Offences)
Solved rate (Child Sexual
Abuse)
Solved rate (Hate Crime)
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at
Magistrates Court
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at Crown
Court

**

**

*No long-term average available until four years’ worth of data is accessible.
** Data regarding the court hearings has been denied by CPS for a public audience.
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Difference
(p.p. refers to the
percentage point
difference between the
last 12 month figure and
the long term average, as
opposed to the
percentage change
between the two)

SOUTH NORFOLK
Area

Supporting
victims and
reduce
vulnerability

Indicator

Last 12
months

Long
Term
Averag
es

47.9%

50.1%

-2.2p.p

50.4%

40.3%

10.1p.p

39.9%

*

*

15.1%

18.8%

-3.7p.p

4.3%

6.8%

-2.5p.p

3.1%

10.4%

-7.3p.p

3.4%

*

*

20.9%

*

*

% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Domestic Abuse)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Serious Sexual Offences)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Child Sexual Abuse)
Solved rate (Domestic
Abuse)
Solved rate (Rape)
Solved rate (other Serious
Sexual Offences)
Solved rate (Child Sexual
Abuse)
Solved rate (Hate Crime)
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at
Magistrates Court
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at Crown
Court

**

**

*No long-term average available until four years’ worth of data is accessible.
** Data regarding the court hearings has been denied by CPS for a public audience.
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Difference
(p.p. refers to the
percentage point
difference between the
last 12 month figure and
the long term average, as
opposed to the
percentage change
between the two)

BROADLAND
Area

Supporting
victims and
reduce
vulnerability

Indicator

Last 12
months

Long
Term
Averag
es

57.0%

53.5%

3.5p.p

41.4%

36.1%

5.3p.p

30.3%

*

*

11.8%

19.4%

-7.6p.p

4.0%

6.3%

-2.3p.p

3.6%

9.2%

-5.6p.p

5.5%

*

*

27.7%

*

*

% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Domestic Abuse)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Serious Sexual Offences)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Child Sexual Abuse)
Solved rate (Domestic
Abuse)
Solved rate (Rape)
Solved rate (other Serious
Sexual Offences)
Solved rate (Child Sexual
Abuse)
Solved rate (Hate Crime)
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at
Magistrates Court
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at Crown
Court

**

**

*No long-term average available until four years’ worth of data is accessible.
** Data regarding the court hearings has been denied by CPS for a public audience.
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Difference
(p.p. refers to the
percentage point
difference between the
last 12 month figure and
the long term average, as
opposed to the
percentage change
between the two)

NORWICH CITY COUNCIL
Area

Supporting
victims and
reduce
vulnerability

Indicator

Last 12
months

Long
Term
Averag
es

57.2%

51.4%

5.8p.p

47.6%

43.1%

4.5p.p

32.3%

*

*

12.1%

20.0%

-7.9p.p

2.5%

6.3%

-3.8p.p

8.6%

12.3%

-3.7p.p

10.1%

*

*

11.3%

*

*

% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Domestic Abuse)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Serious Sexual Offences)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Child Sexual Abuse)
Solved rate (Domestic
Abuse)
Solved rate (Rape)
Solved rate (other Serious
Sexual Offences)
Solved rate (Child Sexual
Abuse)
Solved rate (Hate Crime)
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at
Magistrates Court
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at Crown
Court

**

**

*No long-term average available until four years’ worth of data is accessible.
** Data regarding the court hearings has been denied by CPS for a public audience.
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Difference
(p.p. refers to the
percentage point
difference between the
last 12 month figure and
the long term average, as
opposed to the
percentage change
between the two)

GREAT YARMOUTH
Area

Supporting
victims and
reduce
vulnerability

Indicator

Last 12
months

Long
Term
Averag
es

58.1%

53.1%

5.0p.p

55.1%

38.9%

16.2p.p

38.8%

*

*

15.4%

23.6%

-8.2p.p

1.6%

5.6%

-4.0p.p

6.1%

12.1%

-6.0p.p

5.4%

*

*

20.4%

*

*

% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Domestic Abuse)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Serious Sexual Offences)
% Cases where victims do
not support prosecution
(Child Sexual Abuse)
Solved rate (Domestic
Abuse)
Solved rate (Rape)
Solved rate (other Serious
Sexual Offences)
Solved rate (Child Sexual
Abuse)
Solved rate (Hate Crime)
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at
Magistrates Court
% of all guilty pleas at
First Hearing at Crown
Court

Difference
(p.p. refers to the
percentage point
difference between the
last 12 month figure and
the long term average, as
opposed to the
percentage change
between the two)

**

**

*No long-term average available until four years’ worth of data is accessible.
** Data regarding the court hearings has been denied by CPS for a public audience.

Child Sexual Abuse and Hate crime are calculated through a process using the new crime
system that was implemented in Oct 2015. As the long-term average for solved rates
requires four years’ worth of comparable data, this will not be available to comment on
until we have data up to the end of October 2019.
The percentage of victim’s not supporting prosecution has increased significantly in the
last few years and will have some correlation with the increase of crime recording in these
crime categories. The reasons for the rise in victims not supporting prosecution are
complex and varied. With regards to serious sexual offences, a proportion of these
offences will be non-recent (the incident took place over 12 months before being reported)
and a number of victims will have contacted police to make them aware, but do not wish to
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pursue any further. This is especially relevant especially in the context of recent highprofile trials in the media or coverage of the Independent Inquiry into Child Sex Abuse.
Locally, Norfolk Constabulary continue to work with partners to raise the awareness of
vulnerability-based crimes and it is predicted that crime reporting will continue to increase.
There are currently domestic abuse campaigns taking place in the county and there have
been documentaries highlighting the work the police do to support and protect victims of
domestic abuse and stalking.
For all crime types, there is a possibility that the suspect is a family member or in a
relationship with the victim and they do not want to criminalise them. It should be noted
that victims are provided with support during and beyond the investigation as police
officers and staff will refer victims to various agencies and charities. For example, the
Sexual Assault Referral Centre (SARC), known as the Harbour Centre, offers free support
and practical help to men, women, young people and children of all ages living in Norfolk
who have suffered serious sexual offences either recently or in the past. They offer
practical and emotional support such as Crisis Workers, facilitating Forensic Medical
Examinations, support and advice concerning Health & Well-being, and access to
Independent Sexual Violence Advisors. Independent Domestic Violence Advisors are also
accessible via the Multi-Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH), as are a number of charitable
organisations to support and give advice to victims.
Even though some victims do not wish to support a police prosecution, all domestic abuse
crimes and non-crime incidents are subject to a risk assessment. Safeguarding actions
are undertaken on a multi-agency basis for all high & medium risk cases in the MASH with
support being provided by Independent Domestic Violence Advisors for all high risk
cases. All standard risk cases are referred to Victim Support so that advice and guidance
can be offered.
Solved rates are directly impacted by a number of factors; including whether the victim
supports a prosecution, the availability and nature of supporting evidence, and the Crown
Prosecution Service determination as to whether there is sufficient evidence to support
charges and a realistic prospect of conviction. Crimes and subsequent investigations have
become more complex with technology becoming more important with regards to evidence
capture and investigations. Norfolk Constabulary have invested heavily into new
technology, including body worn video, mobile tablets and digital forensics to assist the
evidence capture and support the victim through the criminal justice process. The
documentary referred to above demonstrated the value of body worn video to capture
evidence. This allows officers to review the footage and look for clues with regards to
abuse which may have been missed at the initial contact.
Investigation Standards is an area that the Constabulary continues to monitor and aims to
improve on through the innovative investigation hubs in the new policing model. Whilst
direct comparison data for other forces is not available (there is at least a three month time
lag), we do know that Suffolk’s solved rates for rape offences is not statistically different to
Norfolk’s. Nevertheless, the Chief Constable has identified the improvement of standards
of investigative work, particularly in officers younger in service, as a priority action for the
coming year. Although such officers would rarely if ever be solely responsible for the
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investigation of such serious crimes as have been discussed here it is expected that
improving their ability will improve the quality of the initial response to all offences.
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AGENDA ITEM NO: 6

ORIGINATOR:

Detective Chief Superintendent Balmer

REASON FOR SUBMISSION:

SUBMITTED TO:

For Information

Police Accountability Forum – 12 November 2019

SUBJECT: Norfolk Constabulary’s use of Polygraph testing.

SUMMARY:

The report outlines the Constabulary’s adoption of polygraph technology and its
integration into the risk assessment management process.

RECOMMENDATION:

The Police and Crime Commissioner is asked to note the report.

45

DETAIL OF THE SUBMISSION
1. Background
1.1

A polygraph is a device used as part of an interview procedure and measures a
number of responses from an individual which can include blood pressure,
breathing rate and sweat production.

1.2

Current National Police Chiefs Council policy supports the use of the polygraph
tactic as a contributor to the risk assessment process when evaluating the potential
risk an individual might present. This tactic is considered of significant benefit in
assisting in the development of advanced risk assessment processes and is already
used elsewhere in the criminal justice system.

1.3

Over the last four years six UK forces have adopted the tactic. In the Summer of
2018 Norfolk Constabulary scoped the potential to be an earlier adopter of the
technology within the management programme for registered sex offenders. At the
time of writing a further four forces are also looking to introduce polygraph as part of
their own risk assessment programmes.

1.4

It is important to stress that the polygraph tactic is just one of a number of options
available within the sex offender risk management process. At this time the test is
voluntary. All registered sex offenders are invited to participate into the polygraph
test except those managed by the Probation Service. Probation have their own
management processes which can include mandated polygraph testing as part of
an individual’s licensing requirements.

1.5

There are benefits for an individual engaging with the programme. Should the test
indicate a truthful testimony it can lead to a reduction in the risk level which in turn
can lead to a more proportionate management plan.

1.6

If an individual doesn’t engage they will still be subject to the existing rigorous risk
review process. The refusal itself may generate a higher risk outcome which would
lead to a more intrusive risk management plan.

1.7

The Norfolk Constabulary polygraph test is an involved process divided into three
phases. Phase one is a pre-test. This takes around an hour to complete and is
designed to place the individual at ease and minimise the potential for distractions.
The second phase is the test itself. The individual will be briefed on the questions
they will be asked beforehand as surprise questions generate their own responses
which can affect the validity of the result. The final phase is a discussion with the
individual arounds the results where any significant findings can be explored in
greater detail.

1.8

The University of Kent is currently conducting a study around the use and
effectiveness of the polygraph. It is anticipated they will publish their findings on the
13th November. The Constabulary will then consider whether this may identify
further opportunities to utilise the device and its results.

1.9

An initial budget of £48,000 was identified to fund equipment and training.
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1.10 Norfolk Constabulary has initially trained three members of staff who work within the
Public Protection Unit to form the Polygraph Team. They attended an 11-week
course in Shipley in January 2019. All three passed the course and are now
members of the American Polygraph Association, meaning they have in effect an
industry standard qualification and receive continued professional development
each year.
1.11 Norfolk has purchased three portable polygraph kits which comprise of a standalone lap-top and webcam linked up to a bespoke sampling kit which is then
attached to the individual for the purposes of administering the test. Each kit cost in
the region of £5000.
1.12 The polygraph test was formally introduced into Norfolk safeguarding procedures
from April 2019.
2.

Current Position

2.1

Since their introduction the Polygraph Team have made a significant contribution to
the risk assessment processes. To date 116 individuals have consented to and
undergone the polygraph test. Data is shared across participating forces indicating
that Norfolk is one of the most active users of the tactic in the country.

2.2

In 74% of polygraph tests police will collect information that assists in the update of
a risk assessment. This has led to further safeguarding considerations or further
engagement with the individual around their behaviour and habits.

2.3

So far of the potential 181 referrals for testing 65 individuals have refused to take
part.

2.4

In nine cases the team’s work and analysis has led to direct positive interventions
that have safeguarded children. These responses have included such actions as
the disclosure of an individual’s previous convictions to better inform those they are
associating with.

3.

The Future

3.1

The findings from Kent University may well open up further opportunity around the
use of the polygraph test in a wider range of policing activity. Beyond the obvious
consideration as to its validity in court it offers the opportunity to scope its inclusion
in other risk assessment processes both for the persons we interact with as well as
our own staff.

3.2

The Constabulary will continue to review the testing programme as well as monitor
and respond to the potential outcomes from the academic research.

3.3

Submitted for information.
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS:

The Polygraph Team are established within the core budget of the Safeguarding
Department. Norfolk Constabulary will review the findings / recommendations from the
academic study which may identify further opportunities to use the technology.

OTHER IMPLICATIONS AND RISKS:

NIL.
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